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Abstract   Many systems can be modeled with hard and various size spheres, therefore packing and 
geometrical structures of such sets are of great importance. In this paper, rigid spherical particles 
distributed in different sizes are randomly packed in confined spaces, using a parallel algorithm. 
Mersenne Twister algorithm was used to generate pseudorandom numbers for initial coordination of 
particles. Distribution of packing densities and reproducibility of particles packing factor, with log-
normal size distribution and also mono-sized particles have been compared. In addition, the effects of 
container size on regional particle packing density, the effect of wall on packing density and 
symmetry of packed structure have been investigated. The results confirm that particles in log-normal 
size distribution have higher packing densities, but the obtained results have less reproducibility than 
mono-sized particles. Also, in comparison, particles in log-normal size distribution have uniform 
density and regions with higher local density. 
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 شوند و يساز  مختلف مدليها  سخت با اندازهيها توانند به روش کره يها م ستمي از سياريبسچكيده       

در مقاله حاضر، ذرات .  برخوردار استيياالت بي از اهمييها ن مجموعهي چني و ساختار هندسين فشردگيبنابرا
 يتم موازي محدود با استفاده از الگوريک فضاي در يصورت تصادف ه اندازه مختلف بيها عي صلب در توزيکرو
. ه ذرات استفاده شده استي مختصات اولي برايد اعداد شبه تصادفيستر به منظور توليتم تويالگور. اند ده شدهيچ

 و ذرات هم اندازه log-normalع اندازه ي فاکتور تراکم ذرات با توزيري و تکرار پذيردگ فشيها يع چگاليتوز
 ي چگاليواره بر روي ذرات و اثر دي فشردگي چگالين، اثرات اندازه ظرف بر رويهمچن. اند سه شدهيمقا

کنند که ذرات  يد مييج بدست آمده تاينتا.  قرار گرفته استي و تقارن ساختار فشرده شده مورد بررسيقشردگ
 از ذرات تک اندازه ي کمتريري تکرارپذي دارند ولي باالتري فشردگي چگالlog-normalع اندازه يدر توز
شتری ي بي موضعي با چگاليکنواخت و نواحي log-normalع اندازه ي ذرات در توزين چگاليهمچن. دارند

 .وجود دارد
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Random packing of particles has been studied for 
many years because of their interesting geometrical 
properties and technological applications in porous 
media [1]. The term, particle ‘Packing’ means 
‘putting together’ and ‘arranging’ particles in a 
confined space. Random packing means; all 
particles of the same size and shape have the same 
probability to occupy each unit volume of the 
mixture [2]. Particle packing affects the efficiency 
of powder compaction, the final surface properties 

and corrosion resistance of powder metallurgy 
products. The porosity of powder metallurgy 
products can be controlled using powders with 
different sizes. Pore size distribution has a 
significant importance in production of implants 
and capillary porous powder metallurgy materials 
[3-12]. The initial step of production in powder 
metallurgy method is filling the mold, so it is 
important to simulate the loose packing of 
particles. 
     Many parameters  affect  the  packing 
characteristics of particles, such as particle’s size 
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distribution, particle shape, interparticle friction, 
elasticity, surface chemistry (interparticle forces), 
agglomeration and vibration (rearrangement of 
particles upon shaking) [13-21]. Random packing 
of particles can be classified into random close 
packing, that is the state of maximum volume 
fraction of packed powders and random loose 
packing which is the loosest powder packing of 
mechanically stable condition [22,23]. Among 
these parameters, particles size distribution, due to 
its ease of adjustment in industrial applications, is 
probably the most significant. 
     One of the most important parameters in the 
study of granular materials is its packing factor. It 
is defined as the fraction of powder volume to their 
total occupied space. 
     Research on particle packing can be classified 
into three different approaches: experimental, 
theoretical, and numerical. Due to difficulties 
associated with experimental methods of 
investigating particle packing, theoretical and 
computational approaches are usually preferred 
[24]. 
     A random variable x is said to be log-normally 
distributed if log(x) is normally distributed. The 
dispersions produced by milling, grinding or 
crushing provide example of powders with log-
normal distribution [25]. Also it’s an approximation 
to the expected particle size distribution for 
nucleation and growth process, assuming only 
random interactions between existing particles 
[26]. 
     Packed particles can be unconfined where there 
are no walls to contain them, or particles can be 
packed in containers of various shapes. In the case 
of random pack, a so-called wall effect exists 
because the proximity of a solid surface will 
introduce some local order into a random packing. 
Thus, the particles next to the solid surface tend to 
form a layer of the same shape as the surface. This 
so-called base layer is a mixture of cluster of 
square and triangular units. Randomness increases 
by increasing distance from the base layer, which 
results in the disappearance of the distinct layer. 
Another important aspect of wall effects is the 
existence of a region with relatively high void next 
to the wall, due to the discrepancy between the 
radii of the wall curvature and the particles [27,28]. 
     In this paper the packing of mono-sized 
powders  and powders  in  log-normal  s ize  

distribution have been investigated, using a parallel 
packing algorithm and reproducibility of the 
obtained values of packing factors, also regional 
packing densities of these packed structures have 
been compared.  
 
 
 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
 
2.1. Modeling   We assumed particles to be ideal 
rigid hard spheres with mono-sized and log-normal 
particle size distributions. Log-normal distribution 
can be expressed as: 
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Two parameters are needed to specify a log-normal 
distribution. Traditionally, the mean µ and the 
standard deviation σ (or the variance σ2) of log(x) 
are used. However, there are clear advantages in 
using ‘back-transformed’ values (the values in 
terms of the measured data): 
 
μ*: = eμ (2) 
 
σ*: = eσ (3) 
 
Since µ is the median of log(x), the median of log-
normal distribution is med(x) = μ* = eμ. 
     In this work, we assumed friction to be infinite. 
This assumption affects the obtained values for 
packing factor, but doesn’t affect the behavior of 
system from standpoint of reproducibility also the 
assumption affects both PSD’s packing factor 
values, so we can compare their reproducibility 
[29,30]. 
 
2.2. Packing Algorithm   We used a time-
independent model for packing particles, based on 
Event Dynamics (ED) model as reported in our 
previous paper [31]. Event dynamics method is 
commonly used for simulation of systems 
consisted of rigid spherical particles. The 
collisions are assumed to be instantaneous and 
binary. By the velocity and the coordination of 
the powder, their next movement could be 
calculated. In our model, collisions are considered 
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to be soft. This assumption obviously requires 
computing each effect several times during the 
collision, which also increases the accuracy 
obtained in the model. 
     The particles’ X-Y coordinates were randomly 
generated. Then in each step particles dropped a 
predefined distant until they reach the floor (Z=0) 
or collide with one another. The stability and 
the movements of the particles in each step is 
determined from the particle’s coordinate and its 
contact points with boundary walls or other 
particles. The falling of particles into container was 
in random sequence and also no particles 
rearrangement was done in their stable state. The 
resulting state may be described as random loose 
packing [32]. 
 
2.3. Random Numbers   We used Mersenne 
twister algorithm for generation random numbers 
which is 32-bit length number generator and 
complies with MT19937 standard. This algorithm 
produces pseudorandom numbers with very long 
period length. Its main advantage is rapid 
generation of random numbers due to bitwise 
operators usage, higher order of dimensional equi-
distribution compared to other algorithms and 
passing diehard tests [33,34]. 
 
2.4. Parallel Implementation   Massage 
Passing Interface (MPI) is a protocol for 
communication of computers in a cluster. This 
feature enables us to distribute computational tasks 
among computers and gather resultant data [35]. 
We have implemented our parallel algorithm using 
MPICH2 implementation of MPI library. This 
implementation enabled us to use Microsoft 
Windows operating systems and use their network 
enhancements. Another advantage of this MPI 
implementation is its complete object orientation 
support. 
 
2.5. Hardware   The hardware used in this 
simulation consisted of six dual Intel 3.4Ghz 
processor PCs with 512MB RAM one of which 
was used for distribution of jobs and gathering 
resultant data. These PCs were connected together 
in a star topology. Each simulation and analysis of 
data took almost 72 hours. 
 
2.6. Calculation Parameters   In this paper the 
 

friction was assumed to be infinite. For 
investigating relative size of particles to container 
effects, all dimensions are without any defined 
unit. 
     The accuracy of all calculation was 0.0001. The 
integration of the PSD diagrams were done by 1 
unit steps in lower-Riemann method. 
     Minimum and maximum diameters of particles 
in log-normal PSD were 1 and 60, respectively. 
The median of Log-normal PSD was assumed to 
be 30. The diameter of mono-sized particles was 
assumed to be 30. In each case, four random seeds 
for Mersenne twister algorithm were used. Regional 
density of packing structures was calculated using 
13 cubic elements. 
 
 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the reproducibility of obtained 
packing factors of 800 samples consisted of 
500 monosized particles and 500 particles in 
log-normal size distribution in a 350×350nm2 
container. 
     Due to the existence of the container and also 
because of infinite friction, our packing factor 
results are less than the values expected for 
unconfined packing. Particles in log-normal size 
distribution have higher packing factors but their 
results have broader distribution and thus lower 
reproducibility. 
     The sum of all elements with same x and y 
coordinates which have been occupied by particles 
gives a measure of regional density in that 
position. Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) is 
one of the scientific visualization methods that are 
used for making comprehensible but simple picture 
of complex 3D graphs [36]. Figure 2a-c illustrates 
the Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) of regional 
packing density of 500 mono-sized particles in 
150×150, 250×250 and 350×350nm2 containers, 
respectively. 
     Figure 3a-c illustrates NPR of regional packing 
density of 500 particles in log-normal size 
distribution in 150×150, 250×250 and 350×350nm2 
containers, respectively. 
     Small size and low ratio of container to 
particles size, causes some kind of symmetry in 
packing structure. This symmetry can be seen in 
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Figure 2a and Figure 3a. By increasing container 
size, wall effect decreases. As it can be seen in 
Figures 1 and 2, moving from walls to the centre of 
the container will increase regional density of 
particles packing. In comparison, particles in log-
normal size distribution have higher and uniform 
packing density. As it can be seen in Figure 2a,b at 
a distance D (particles diameter) from container 
walls, we have the lowest packing density and the 
highest porosity that is in good agreement with 
previous studies [27] but particles in log-normal 
size distribution have more random regional 
density distribution and symmetry posed by wall 
decreases faster by moving to centre of the 
container. The edges of the container in packing 
particles with log-normal size distribution have 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 1. Reproducibility of packing factor in (a) monosized, 
(b) log-normal particle size distribution. 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 

(c) 
 
Figure 2. Regional packing density of mono-sized particles in 
(a) 150×150, (b) 250×250 and (c) 350×350nm2 containers. 
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higher density due to the existence of smaller 
particles. 
 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, packing behavior of mono-sized 
particles and particles in log-normal size 
distribution was compared using an Event 
Driven based packing model. Results confirm 
that particles in log-normal size distribution have 
higher packing factor but their results have broader 
distribution and thus lower reproducibility. Also, 
they have higher and more uniform regional 
density profile. Simultaneous effects of several 
walls cause high symmetry in low container to 
particle size ratios. These results provide a good 
starting point for the evaluation of the powder 
metallurgy products properties after sintering and 
choosing PSD for homogeneous packing and 
properties. 
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